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Abstract

We use speckle-visibility spectroscopy to measure the time dependence of bubble rearrangement events that
are driven by coarsening in an aqueous foam. This technique gives the time trace for the average scattering site
speed within a prescribed volume of the sample. Results are analyzed in terms of distributions of event times,
event speeds, and event displacements. The distribution of rest times between successive events is also
measured; comparison with diffusing-wave spectroscopy results shows that the spatial structure of a typical
event consists of a core of only a few bubbles which undergo topology change plus a surrounding shell of
bubbles which shift by an amount that decays to one wavelength at four to five bubbles away. No correlations
are found between the durations, speeds, and rest times between successive events.
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We use speckle-visibility spectroscopy to measure the time dependence of bubble rearrangement events that
are driven by coarsening in an aqueous foam. This technique gives the time trace for the average scattering site
speed within a prescribed volume of the sample. Results are analyzed in terms of distributions of event times,
event speeds, and event displacements. The distribution of rest times between successive events is also measured; comparison with diffusing-wave spectroscopy results shows that the spatial structure of a typical event
consists of a core of only a few bubbles which undergo topology change plus a surrounding shell of bubbles
which shift by an amount that decays to one wavelength at four to five bubbles away. No correlations are found
between the durations, speeds, and rest times between successive events.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.78.066313

PACS number共s兲: 47.57.Bc

I. INTRODUCTION

Aqueous foams consist of gas bubbles dispersed in a surfactant solution 关1–3兴. With proper formulation, the soap
films between neighboring bubbles are completely stable
against rupture. Therefore, the bubbles may be considered as
packing units of fixed but deformable volume. If the foam is
sufficiently dry, such that the bubbles occupy a volume fraction greater than random-close packing for spheres, about
0.64, then the foam will exhibit a solidlike character with
elastic moduli set by the ratio of surface tension to bubble
size 关4,5兴. Since the bubbles are macroscopic, the corresponding energy scale of modulus times bubble volume is
many orders of magnitude larger than kBT. Microscopically,
the bubbles are therefore jammed, i.e., locked into a mechanically stable packing configuration where neighbors cannot change due to thermal motion 关6兴. For bubbles to change
neighbors, and for foams thereby to unjam and display a
liquidlike character, requires an input of energy. This may be
supplied through an externally imposed shear deformation.
The energy for rearrangement may also be supplied through
time evolution by coarsening, in which gas slowly diffuses
from smaller to larger bubbles so that the total interfacial
area decreases 关7兴. For very dry foams, bubble rearrangements have been named topology changes of the first kind, or
T1 events, in the connected network of soap films 关1兴.
The nature of microscopic bubble rearrangements and
their connection to macroscopic foam rheology have thus
been topics of fundamental interest. For bulk foams,
diffusing-wave spectroscopy 共DWS兲 has emerged as an important tool 关8–14兴. This is a dynamic light scattering technique for opaque samples 关15,16兴, whereby far-field intensity
fluctuations at an area comparable to speckle size are measured and related to the absolute normalized electric field
autocorrelation function g1共兲. The relative motion of scattering sites broadens the power spectrum of the light, given
by the Fourier transform of g1共兲exp共i0兲, where 0 is the
incident frequency, and causes the speckle pattern to fluctuate. Thus the functional form and decay rate of g1共兲 vs 
give information on the nature and the rate of the scattering
site motion, respectively. For coarsening foams 关8,9兴, and for
1539-3755/2008/78共6兲/066313共8兲

slowly sheared foams where the bubbles lock into place between rearrangements 关13兴, the contribution to g1共兲 per scattering site is exponential in  with a decay time scale 0 set
by the average time between successive rearrangement
events at a site. For rapidly sheared foams, where dissipative
forces dominate surface tension forces so that the bubbles
continuously flow and never lock into locally stable packing
configurations, the contribution to g1共兲 per scattering site is
exponential in 2 with a decay time scale set by the strain
rate and how long it takes for adjacent scattering sites to
convect apart by the wavelength of light 关13兴.
While DWS thus reveals microscopic information through
the shape and decay rate of the field autocorrelation, it cannot capture several key features of the bubble rearrangement
dynamics. For example, it gives the average time between
events, but it cannot give the distribution. It cannot give the
number of bubbles involved in an event. It cannot probe the
bubble-size changes during coarsening and the resulting readjustment of the packing. Furthermore, it cannot give the
speed of bubble motion or the duration of the events. The
latter is particularly important because it sets the crossover
strainrate below which the foam exhibits discrete rearrangements and a solidlike rheology and above which it exhibits
continuous microscopic flow and a liquidlike rheology
关13,17,18兴. These limitations of DWS arise because the signal is acquired by time-averaging the speckle fluctuation statistics and also because the scattering volume must be large
compared to the event volume.
In this paper we apply a time-resolved dynamic light scattering technique called speckle-visibility spectroscopy 共SVS兲
关19,20兴 to a coarsening foam. The advantages over DWS are
that the scattering volume need not be large compared to the
event volume, and that speckle fluctuations are probed instantaneously by a single exposure of a CCD camera. From a
time-series of such exposures, SVS allows the motion of
individual rearrangement events to be examined directly. After reviewing this method, we present results on the detailed
statistics of bubble rearrangements. This includes the full
distribution of the time between successive events within the
scattering volume, and by comparison with DWS results, an
inference on average event size. It also includes the full distributions of event durations and peak bubble speeds.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

B. Speckle-visibility spectroscopy

The time-resolved dynamics of bubble rearrangements in
the sample are probed by SVS. This method, reviewed in
detail in Ref. 关20兴, has been applied to resolve the timedependent motion of grains subject to periodic vibration
关19兴, of colloids after cessation of shear 关25兴, and of grains
avalanching down a heap 关26兴. Closely related methods include laser-speckle photography 关27兴 and time-resolved correlation 共TRC兲 关28–30兴. Here we use the so-called “point-in–
point-out” illumination and detection geometry, in which the
volume of the sample probed by the detected light is not
extremely large compared to the rearrangement event volume. This gives non-Gaussian field statistics for the fluctuations of a single speckle, which invalidates DWS 关31兴 but is
ideal for SVS. Specifically, coherent light from a Nd:YAG
laser, wavelength  = 532 nm, is focused across a 3 mm diameter aperture formed by black tape attached and centered
on the face of the sample cell. Photons which reemerge from
this same aperture are collected with a linescan CCD camera
共1024 pixels, 8 bits deep兲, placed such that the speckle size
is comparable to the pixel size. There is no lens, only a line
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The experimental foaming system is Gillette Foamy
Regular shaving cream, as in many prior studies dating back
to Refs. 关8,9兴 and continuing as recently as Refs. 关18,21兴.
The surfactants in aqueous solution are stearic acid and triethanolamine, plus other additives, giving a viscosity of 
= 1.8 cP and a surface tension of ␥ = 24 erg/ cm2 关13兴.
Though no doubt the exact formulation and allowed impurities evolve according to market influences, we notice no difference with any precedents 关22兴. Since this foam is produced by the aerosol method, the bubble sizes are smaller
than possible with a mechanical mixing method. The advantage is that, therefore, it is possible to let the system age in
situ and coarsen significantly prior to data collection and thus
to achieve a reproducible history-independent distribution of
bubble sizes 关11兴. Here we inject the foam into a rectangular
glass cell with inner dimensions 0.7⫻ 3 ⫻ 10 cm3, and seal.
Data are collected throughout 4.4– 7.1 h after injection. During this period there is no drainage or film rupture, the liquid
fraction is constant at about 0.08, and the average bubble
diameter grows from 100 to 120 microns 共roughly linear in
time, since the interval is small, even though the actual
growth is a power law with exponent near 1 / 2兲 关9兴. The
average time between coarsening-induced rearrangement
events at a given scattering site 0 as measured by DWS 关9兴,
grows from 40 to 55 s across this same age range. The average duration of events d estimated by video of surface
bubbles 关8,11,13兴, is of order 0.1 s. Optically, bulk samples
appear white due to multiple scattering of visible light with
negligible absorption. The transport mean-free path l* equal
to the typical step size in the random walk taken by photons
as they diffuse within the sample, is 3.5 times the average
bubble diameter 关8,23兴. The photon paths are not truly random walks, however, because photons are channeled with
slight preference along the plateau borders 关24兴.
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Example rearrangement events in a coarsening foam, illustrated by time traces of 共a兲 raw pixel grayscale
levels, 共b兲 variance ratios computed from video data, and 共c兲 bubble
speeds computed from variance ratios. The foam age is t0
= 332 min, and the camera exposure time is T = 10 ms. The inset of
共c兲 shows the bubble speed distribution, averaged over age range
326– 334 min, with the peak fit to a Gaussian. The threshold speed
for discriminating events from noise is computed from the mode
and standard deviation of the Gaussian fit as vTH = vmode + 3. This
threshold is indicated by vertical and horizontal dotted lines in the
inset and main plot of 共c兲, respectively. The duration of the events is
denoted by d, and the rest time between successive rearrangements
is denoted by r, as shown.

filter to eliminate ambient room light. The exposure time is
set to T = 0.01 s, and the laser power is adjusted so that the
average gray scale level is about 50. Video data are then
collected in 8.5 min segments, centered at ages
兵270, 300, 330, 360, 390, 420其 min, and streamed to disk for
post-processing. This is repeated four times starting with
fresh foam, and the results are averaged together for improved statistics; no differences are noticed between the individual runs.
An example space-time plot for a 100 pixel subset of the
video data is shown in Fig. 1共a兲 for a 2 s time window at age
332 min after injection. Static speckle is evident at the beginning and end of this window as horizontal randomly alternating bright and dark streaks; over these times the
bubbles are nearly fixed in place. Two separate bubble rearrangement events happen in between, centered near 0.7 and
1.1 s, respectively, as evident by a scrambling of the speckle
pattern. For proper choice of exposure time T, the speckle is
easily visible between events but is smeared and washed out
during events. In SVS motion is thus quantified by the variance of intensity levels V2共T兲 ⬀ 具I2典T − 具I典2, where 具¯典T de-
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⌫ = 共4v/兲,

共1兲

the corresponding normalized field autocorrelation is g1共兲
= exp共−⌫兲, and the variance ratio is
V2共mT兲 e−2mx − 1 + 2mx
= −2x
,
V2共T兲
共e − 1 + 2x兲m2

共2兲

where x = ⌫T. For variance ratio data vs time, we invert this
equation to deduce the linewidth and the average bubble
speed v vs time. An example is shown in Fig. 1共c兲. Note that
the results for all three values of m give the same bubble
speeds, validating our analysis in terms of instantaneous
Lorentzian linewidth ⌫. Also note that the between events,
the speed drops to a nonzero value that is larger than the
bumps and wiggles in the velocity traces. Therefore, there
exits a source of background noise that is not optical and that
hence must be due to motion within the sample.
Before proceeding we emphasize one caveat: the quantity
v deduced from Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 represents the relative speed
of scattering sites spatially averaged over the volume probed
by the collected light. While diffusing photons may wander
far into the sample, the primary sampling volume for backscattered photons is approximately the aperture area times
2.5l* 关32兴. If a bubble rearrangement event is smaller than
this scattering volume, then the speed deduced from the linewidth will be an underestimate. For transparency we will
present all data in terms of the nominal speeds given by Eqs.
共1兲 and 共2兲, without adjustment. As will be shown, this may
be accurate for the background “noise” between events but is
small by a factor of nearly 104 for the events.

III. TELEGRAPH ANALYSIS

In this section we begin analysis of the SVS data on the
time dependence of the 共nominal兲 average bubble speed v共t兲
in terms rearrangement event statistics. The first step is to
identify the events, their durations d, and the rest times r
between events. These quantities are independent of the connection in Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 between linewidth and bubble
speed. Since v共t兲 is small but nonzero between events, as
seen, for example, in Fig. 1共c兲, a threshold must be chosen
for discriminating events from noise. For this it is helpful to

3000
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notes the average over pixels exposed for duration T. Note
that the average intensity is independent of T, so no subscript
is placed on 具I典. The proportionality constant of V2共T兲 is set
by the laser intensity and the ratio of speckle to pixel size.
Both effects may be neatly canceled by considering the variance ratio V2共mT兲 / V2共T兲, where the numerator is found from
a “synthetic exposure” equal to the sum of m successive
images. As demonstrated in Fig. 1共b兲 for m = 兵2 , 4 , 8其, this
variance ratio equals almost one when the speckle is static
and decreases noticeably during rearrangement events—
more so for larger m.
The theory of SVS 关19,20兴 may now be invoked to relate
the measured variance ratio to the underlying bubble motion.
Specifically, if there is random ballistic speed between adjacent scattering sites with average speed v, then the instantaneous power spectrum is Lorentzian with linewidth
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Autocorrelation of the velocity time trace
for a coarsening foam over the age range 326– 334 min. The expected short and long time values based on the event and noise
statistics of Fig. 3 are show by dotted lines, as labeled. The expected intermediate time value, labeled 1000 共nm/ s兲2, is given by
f 21具v1典2 + f 1共1 − f 1兲具v1典具v0典 + 共1 − f 1兲2具v02典.

consider the histogram of bubble speeds, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 1共c兲 for the age range 326– 334 min. Usually the
bubbles are not rearranging, so the peak in the speed distribution at small speeds represents background noise motion,
and the long tail at high speeds represents rearrangement
events. A reasonable prescription is to take the threshold as
vTH = vmode + 3, where vmode is the location of the peak in the
speed distribution and  is the width of the peak given by fit
to a half-Gaussian for v 艋 vmode. The result is indicated by a
light-blue dashed line labeled vTH in both the main plot and
inset of Fig. 1共c兲. Whenever v共t兲 rises above the threshold,
we define the event duration d as the full-width halfway
between vmode and vmax. Compound events are separated out
whenever the signal remains above threshold but there is a
minimum of depth greater than 3 below successive peaks.
Rest times r are defined as the interval between successive
peaks. With these definitions, illustrated graphically in Fig.
1共c兲, the integral over an event is well approximated by
vmaxd. And the fraction of time spent rearranging is given by
the average duration and rest times as f 1 = 具d典 / 具r典.
The integrity of these procedures may be tested using the
autocorrelation of v共t兲, as shown, for example, in Fig. 2 for
the same 326– 334 min age range as Fig. 1. Features are to
be compared with expectations based on considering v共t兲 as
a telegraph signal that switches between rest= 0 and event
= 1 levels with statistics given by the values of 兵具d典, 具r典,
f 1 = 具d典 / 具r典其 plus the mean and mean-squared speeds 兵具v0典,
, 具v1典, 具v21典其 computed, respectively, from P共v兲 with v below
or above threshold. First note that the speed autocorrelation
exhibits a two-step decay, with the first located near the average event duration 具d典 and with the second located near
the average rest time 具r典. At short times, the autocorrelation
is very close to f 1具v21典 + 共1 − f 1兲具v20典. At long times, the autocorrelation is very close to 关f 1具v1典 + 共1 − f 1兲具v0典兴2. At intermediate times, between the two decays, there is an inflection
near f 21具v1典2 + f 1共1 − f 1兲具v1典具v0典 + 共1 − f 1兲2具v20典. For a true telegraph signal this plateau would have been flatter. But the
clear signature of all these features in the speed autocorrelation shows that we have achieved satisfactory identification
of events.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Characteristic time and speed scales vs
foam age. In 共a兲 the solid diamonds represent the rest time between
successive rearrangement events in the whole scattering volume and
the solid squares represent the event durations, both averaged over
30 min runs; the fraction of time the bubbles in the whole scattering
volume are in motion is shown by the dashed curve f 1. The time 0
between successive events at one scattering site was previously
measured by DWS and is shown by the solid curve. In 共b兲 statistics
for event speeds are shown by solid squares for the average, open
squares for the standard deviation, and open pluses for the average
of the maxima. Statistics for noise speeds are shown by solid diamonds for the average, open diamonds for the standard deviation,
solid triangles for the mode, and dotted curve for the threshold; the
latter two are from Gaussian fits to the full speed distribution as
shown in the inset of Fig. 1共c兲. The rate of change of the average
bubble diameter, due to coarsening, was previously measured and is
shown by the solid curve labeled “coarsening.”

Scatter plots 共not shown兲 of quantities 兵d,i+1, r,i+1,
vmax,i+1其 pertaining to event i + 1 vs quantities 兵d,i, r,i, vmax,i其
pertaining to the previous event i reveal no evidence of correlations. Thus the switching between rest and event states
appears to be Markovian, proceeding randomly at a historyindependent rate.

IV. EVOLUTION OF AVERAGES

The average statistical quantities extracted from telegraph
analysis of the SVS speed signals are displayed vs foam age
in Fig. 3. The average rest times and event durations are
shown in the top plot, along with their ratio f 1 and the DWS
results for the time 0 between successive events at the same
scattering site 关8兴. There is good separation of time scales
0 Ⰷ 具r典 Ⰷ 具d典. The durations are constant for all ages studies; the average value is 具具d典典 = 0.44 s in accord with video
observation of surface bubbles. The rest times grow longer
with age, similar to 0, but not dramatically; the average
value is 具具r典典 = 2.9 s. We emphasize that these results for
event and rest times are independent of any underestimation
in bubble speeds due to inapplicability of Eq. 共1兲 from inter-

preting localized motion as an average over the scattering
volume.
The key speed statistics are shown in the bottom plot of
Fig. 3. For the events, this includes the average and standard
deviation during events, and the average peak speed; these
quantities are all approximately independent of foam age. As
expected since the speed during an event rises and falls, the
standard deviation is greater than the average. Thus, in accord with a telegraph analysis, the best quantity to consider
is the peak speed; the average over all ages is 具具vmax典典
= 120 ns/ s. For the “noise” speed statistics, the plotted values in Fig. 3共b兲 include the average, the standard deviation,
the mode, as well as the threshold used to discriminate
events. These values are all comparable, are roughly constant
关33兴, and are much smaller than the event speeds. The noise
speeds are much larger than the optical noise, seen as small
bumps and wiggles superposed on the velocity traces in Fig.
1共c兲. The noise speeds are also ten times larger than the rate
of change of the average bubble size d具Dbubble典 / dt, caused by
coarsening. It would be interesting to elucidate the origin of
this background noise motion. One speculation is that it is
due to an irregular relative motion of bubbles and plateau
borders, continuously adjusting their positions in response to
gradual size changes in order to optimize packing for locally
minimal surface area. Another speculation is that the noise is
due to rearrangements outside the primary scattering volume,
which affect only rare long photon paths.
The number of bubbles in a rearrangement event may be
deduced by comparison of SVS and DWS time scales. For
both methods, the size of an event is set by the region undergoing motion that is larger than one wavelength of the
probing light. In DWS the scale 0 is the time between successive events in any one given event volume. In SVS the
scale 具r典 is the the time between successive events throughout the entire scattering volume. Therefore r is smaller than
0 according to the ratio of event to scattering volumes r
= 共Vevent / Vscattering兲0. Taking the scattering volume as aperture area times 2.5l* 关32兴, and taking the transport mean free
path l* as 3.5 times the average bubble diameter 关8,23,34兴,
we thus deduce the ratio of event to bubble diameter and plot
the value vs age in Fig. 4. The results are nearly constant at
Devent / Dbubble = 8.6 independent of foam age. Though clearly
finite, unlike avalanches which propagate out to the system
size, this result for event size is still large compared to the
bubble size. In seeming contradiction, video of surface rearrangements suggests that only a small core of neighboring
bubbles actually undergo topology change and bubble-scale
displacements 关8兴; this is supported by DWS experiments
关11兴, and by simulations 关35,36兴, of foams under slow steady
shear. The discrepancy is due to a shell of bubbles surrounding the core where the response is elastic, with irregular jostling at fixed topology, such that the bubbles reestablish a
locally optimal packing. The extent of this reaction decays
with distance, and falls below one wavelength at about 8.6
bubble diameters. Fluctuations in the TRC signal are also
related to event size, though the precise connection and the
resulting event size were not reported 关37兴. See Ref. 关38兴 for
an explicit discussion of how to deduce the size of dynamic
heterogeneities from the variance in the decay of an autocorrelation.
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Ratio of average rearrangement event
diameter to bubble diameter vs foam age, based on SVS data for the
average time 具r典 between events in the scattering volume and DWS
data for the time 0 between events at a given scattering site. The
average event size is 8.6 bubble diameters across for all foam ages
共horizontal line兲. Error bars represent the range of results taking the
scattering volume as aperture area times 共2.5⫾ 1.5兲l*.
V. TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

One advantage of SVS and the telegraph analysis is that
the full distribution of all times and speeds are easily tabulated. For example, in Fig. 5 we display the distribution P共r兲
of rest times between events on semilogarithmic axes. Since
the average values considered above are nearly independent
of time 具具r典典 = 2.9 s, we combine together the results for all
ages. The results exhibit a form which is nearly exponential,
as demonstrated by comparison with the straight line representing exp关−r / 共2.9 s兲兴 / 共2.9 s兲. This provides further support for the Markovian nature of the rearrangements noted
above. It also provides direct evidence for the basic assumption in the original DWS analysis that the contribution to
g1共兲 from paths of length s decays exponentially in the
product of s 关8兴. Rearrangements occur seemingly at random with a given rate, very similar to the radioactive decay
of unstable nuclei. The new packing states just after rearrangement must have a range of well depths.
Next the full distribution P共d兲 of the duration of events is
displayed in Fig. 6. Again, since the averages are nearly constant, 具具d典典 = 0.44 s, we combine the results for all ages. The
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FIG. 6. 共Color online兲 Probability distribution for the duration
of individual events, averaged over all ages. The dashed curve represents the best fit to the sum of two Gaussians, with respective
peaks at 0.29 and 0.54 s, with widths of 0.11 and 0.28 s, and with
weights of 0.55 and 0.45. For all events combined, the average is
indicated by 具具d典典 = 0.44 s.

form of the distribution rises abruptly from zero, peaks narrowly between 0.2 and 0.4 s, then decays more gradually out
to about 1.2 s. Because the rest times are exponentially distributed with an average only about ten times longer than the
event duration, and because the scattering volume is larger
than the event volume by the factor 0 / 具r典 = 17, it cannot be
uncommon for two unrelated events to occur simultaneously.
Therefore we fit P共d兲 to a sum of two Gaussians. The result
shown by a dashed curve describes the behavior fairly well.
The first peak is centered at 0.29 s, has width 0.11 s, and
weight 0.55; this would represent singly occurring events.
The second peak is centered at 0.54 s, has width 0.28 s, and
weight 0.45; this would represent multiple events.
The average duration of events is a crucial microscopic
quantity for understanding foam rheology, because during
flow the nature of bubble motion changes dramatically according to whether the shear rate is high or low compared to
the reciprocal of event duration 关13,17,18兴. We note that the
value found here, 具具d典典 = 0.44 s, is comparable to the relaxation time of a single Plateau border observed in a quasi-2D
foam made with sodium-dodecylsulfate 关39兴. This time scale
was argued to set by the sum of surface shear and dilatational
viscosities divided by surface tension, independent of bubble
size and bulk shear viscosity. In support, note in Fig. 3 that
the event durations are independent of age even though the
bubble radii and the time between events both grow noticeably, if not dramatically.
VI. MOTION DISTRIBUTIONS

<<τr>>
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10

τ [s]

15

20

r

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Probability distribution for the rest time
between successive bubble rearrangements in the scattering volume,
averaged over all ages. For all events combined, the average is
indicated by 具具r典典 = 2.9 s. The dashed line represents an exponential
distribution with this average.

In this section we consider the nature of the bubble motion during events. By the definition of event durations as the
full-width half-max of peaks in the v共t兲 signal, the displacement due to an event is well approximated by vmaxd. The
distribution of all such displacements, for all runs and all
ages, is plotted on logarithmic axes in Fig. 7. It exhibits a
peak around 12 nm, an average value of 具具vmaxd典典 = 32 nm,
and a long power-law tail with exponent −3. It is difficult to
precisely interpret these results because, as noted above, the
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FIG. 7. 共Color online兲 Probability distribution for the event displacements vmaxd averaged over all foam ages. The dashed line
represents fit to a power-law tail with exponent as labeled. For all
events combined the average is indicated by 具具vmaxd典典.

connection between the SVS linewidth and bubble speed assumes that each scattering site has the same dynamics
whereas the actual rearrangements are spatially localized.
Furthermore, the bubble motion itself is heterogeneous, consisting of a core undergoing neighbor switching and a shell
undergoing irregular adjustment at fixed topology that decays in amplitude away from the core. Both effects may
contribute to causing the apparent power-law tail. And certainly both effects contribute to making v共t兲 an underestimate of the bubble speed in the core. If we suppose that v共t兲
is dominated by the core motion, then we can correct for the
underestimate by multiplying by 共1兲 the ratio 0 / 具d典
⬇ 50/ 0.44 of scattering to event volume and 共2兲 the ratio
共8.6/ 2兲3 of shell to core volume; this product is the number
of bubbles in the scattering volume and equals 9000. The
peak in P共vmaxd兲 would then shift by a factor of 9000 from
12 nm to 110 m. This is comparable to the average bubble
diameter, which is the expected scale of displacement in the
core.
Further support for the above correction to the inferred
speeds comes from consideration of the distribution of peak
bubble speeds, shown on logarithmic axes Fig. 8. Again this
distribution is a compilation of results for all runs and all
ages. It exhibits a peak around 30 nm/ s, an average value of
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FIG. 8. 共Color online兲 Probability distribution for peak event
speeds, averaged over all ages. The dashed line represents fit to a
power-law tail with exponent –5/2 as labeled. For all events combined the average is indicated.
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FIG. 9. 共Color online兲 Probability density map for the speed vs
time during an event; the color code for most to least probable is
yellow, orange, red, maroon, brown, black 共light gray to black, if
viewed in black and white兲. The speed axis is offset by the mode of
the speed distribution and normalized by peak speed for each event;
the time axis is offset by the time at which the speed is maximum
and normalized by the event duration of each event. Only events in
the power-law tail of the peak speed distribution of Fig. 8 are
included.

具具vmax典典 = 120 nm/ s, and a long power-law tail with exponent
−5 / 2. Applying the same factor of 9000 shifts the peak in the
maximum speed distribution from 30 nm/ s to 270 m / s.
This value is in good agreement with an estimate of speed as
equal to bubble diameter divided by event duration v
= 具Dbubble典 / 具d典 = 250 m / s. Thus the analysis is selfconsistent.
Last we inspect the typical profile of speed vs time during
an event in Fig. 9. Since there are broad distributions of
event durations and peak speeds, we normalize each event
separately according to these characteristics and compile the
results. To reduce the scatter, we also subtract the mode of
the speed distribution, and include only events in the powerlaw tail of the peak speed distribution, which, according to
Fig. 8, begins at nominal speed of 50 nm/ s. The color coding
of bins in Fig. 9 is such that the most probable event shape is
traced out along the crest of the yellow region. This reveals
that events begin and end rather gradually, and that they
speed up and slow down dramatically on either side of the
peak. The event shapes are nearly symmetrical around the
peak, with the rise being only somewhat faster than the decay. Of the two example events shown in Fig. 1共c兲, the first is
typical in having a sharp peak and the second is typical in
having a decay that is faster than its rise. It would be interesting to investigate where the actual topology change occurs
in relation to the time of peak bubble speed. For example,
perhaps motion is initiated by a neighbor change, so that the
rise and fall of the velocity time trace occurs at fixed topology. Alternatively, perhaps the instant of neighbor change
coincides with the peak bubble speed, so that the velocity
rise occurs at one fixed topology and the velocity decay occurs at another.
VII. CONCLUSION

For a very large scattering volume of foam, for instance
with a “plane-in–plane-out” illumination and detection ge-
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ometry, multiple rearrangement events are present and each
causes only slight speckle change since most light paths are
unaffected. Thus the speckle fluctuations are nearly continuous and exhibit Gaussian field statistics at a single far-field
detection site 关31兴. This is the usual requirement for
intensity-correlation spectroscopy versions of dynamic light
scattering such as diffusing-wave spectroscopy 共DWS兲. Under these conditions analysis of DWS data yields the rate of
rearrangement events for coarsening and slowly sheared
foams, or the bubble speed for rapidly sheared foams. If the
scattering volume is small enough so that often no rearrangements are present, and so that many light paths are affected
by a single event, then non-Gaussian field statistics in time
averaging at a single detection site will prevent application
of DWS 关31兴. Under these conditions, there is extra information that can be accessed either by higher-order timeaveraged intensity correlations 关31,40兴 or by time-resolved
multispeckle methods that ensemble-average over the
speckle pattern.
In this paper we probed coarsening-induced bubble dynamics in a small scattering volume with SVS, which is a
particularly simple and fast multispeckle dynamic light scattering method. The visibility of the speckle pattern in a
single exposure of a CCD camera was repeatedly measured,
then converted to a time trace of the linewidth of the scattered light. This signal exhibited a sequence of spikes representing individual discrete rearrangement events. Thus it was
straightforward to identify the duration of events and of the
rest times between events, which we analyzed in terms of
both moments and distributions. From lack of history dependence and from the exponential distribution of rest times, we
concluded that rearrangement events are Markovian. From
comparison of rest times with previous DWS data for the
time between events and a single scattering site, we concluded that the event size is almost nine bubble in diameter.
Events consist of a small core of bubbles that switch neighbors, surrounded by a shell of bubbles that shift at fixed
topology.
It was less straightforward to analyze the magnitude of
the linewidth in terms of bubble speeds. Between events, the
only motion is due to slight bubble size changes and gradual

adjustment of bubble positions and Plateau borders to the
changing packing conditions. This is stochastic but homogeneous both temporally and spatially throughout the scattering
volume, and hence was readily analyzed in terms of bubble
speeds. However, rearrangements events are spatiotemporally heterogeneous so that the usual prescription for conversion of linewidth to speed gives a severe underestimate. We
argued that the correction factor is set both by the ratio of
scattering to event volume and the ratio of event to core
volume. We showed that this gives both the correct total
displacement within the core, of order 1 bubble diameter, and
the correct speed within the core, of order one bubble per
average event duration. In future studies, it would thus be
acceptable procedure to apply a scale factor to the measured
linewidth so that the resulting typical displacement equals
the bubble diameter.
While the contributions here advance the understanding
of both coarsening and rearrangement dynamics, and how
they may be probed by time-resolved dynamic multiple-light
scattering, there are many open lines of research. As already
mentioned, it would be interesting to elucidate the origin of
the background noise motion and to explore when the topology change occurs relative to peak speed. Also It would be
interesting to understand the power-law tails in the displacement and peak-speed distributions. It would be interesting to
systematically vary the scattering volume, both as a further
check on the procedures presented here and also perhaps as a
way of spatially resolving the motion in terms of a diffuselight tomography. Relatedly it would be interesting to consider the effect of the location of an event on the SVS signal.
In addition it would be interesting to vary the aqueous solution in attempt to control and understand rearrangement rates
and durations. And finally, it would be interesting to understand how the bubbles shift in response to coarsening or slow
shear how this ultimately lead to rearrangements.
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